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← The mystique of the antique

Isn’t thrift shopping just divine? The feeling of accomplishment having bagged a bargain, knowing you’re often helping aIsn’t thrift shopping just divine? The feeling of accomplishment having bagged a bargain, knowing you’re often helping a

cause and the joy that comes with rehoming an idle treasure.cause and the joy that comes with rehoming an idle treasure.

So how can you make the most of it and ensure you reap the benefits when the shops reopen? We’ve got five key thrift shopping tips to

ensure you flourish every time and give each purchase a new lease of life.

Consider sustainabilityConsider sustainability.

Buying second-hand is a great way to live sustainably in itself, avoiding the slog of fast fashion and its injurious environmental impact, but

there’s always room to be more conscious. Before heading out into the big wide thrifting world, have a look at home first. Is there anything

you can take with you to donate to a charity shop that you no longer wear?

Once you’ve hit the shops, consider these questions: What do you need, and what pieces would complement your existing wardrobe? Do

you have similar pieces already at home? Will you wear it often? Head to the shops armed and ready with the knowledge of what you need

and have room for.

Stay open mindedStay open minded.

You’ve arrived… now what? Don’t be put off by the endless clothing racks, huge boxes full of entwined fabrics and unending rows of hooks

drowning in accessories. Thrifting can be overwhelming, because there’s just. So. Much. Stuff. But don’t fret, roll up your sleeves and get

exploring! This is all part of the excitement – finding a hidden gem tucked away behind a dreadful jacket, or an enticing pin badge buried

beneath a pile of overflowing jewels.

What will you find? Get lost in the infinity!

Get creativeGet creative.

Unless it’s shoes, sizing isn’t the be all and end all when it comes to thrift shopping. Nine times out of ten there aren’t any multiples, what you

see is what you get. These preloved garments feature on their own and are very unlikely to still be sold by their original maker, so don’t miss

the chance to grab them today.

That two-sizes-too-big jumper might actually look great with a pair of tights and boots as an oversized style staple, and those jeans could

be cut into shorts as a nod to vintage trends. Let that inner fashionista out to play.

Take note of dealsTake note of deals.

Charity shopping is kind to your purse as well as the planet, but an added deal can sweeten the experience up even further. Three shirts for a

fiver? Get in there! Charity shops often have bargain deals on to encourage a cheeky bundle buy, so keep your eyes peeled for

those cheerful deal signs placed around the shop.

Mix and match, baby!

Visit often and build relationshipsVisit often and build relationships.

Unlike lots of retail stores, stock comes in almost every day at charity shops, so make sure you visit often to maximise your chances of

finding a piece you love. By hitting the charity shops regularly, you are boosting your odds of finding great unique pieces you’ll never find on

the high street, as well as helping out wonderful causes.

Make friends with the volunteers at the shop and find out which times are best to come in to browse the new stock and get your hands on

the top finds. Building relationships with the staff means they may even save some snazzy pieces for you if they become well-acquainted

with your style! If you position yourself as a friendly and loyal customer, they will be much more willing to go the extra mile to help you out on

your thrifting bonanza.

So, go on, get thrifting!

Hannah is an energetic Freelance Copy & Content Writer with global advertising experience and a love for the written word. If not writing

you’ll find her indulging in nature programmes, making fantasy sculptures from polymer clay or being wooed (daily) by her sprocker spaniel.

Hannah is particularly connected to the wellness space through her writing.

www.hannahlouisemurray.co.uk
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